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Abstract
Objective: Pharmacoresistance and the lack of disease-modifying actions of cur-
rent antiseizure drugs persist as major challenges in the treatment of epilepsy. 
Experimental models of chemoconvulsant-induced status epilepticus remain the 
models of choice to discover potential antiepileptogenic drugs, but doubts remain 
as to the extent to which they model human pathophysiology. The aim of the pre-
sent study was to compare the molecular landscape of the intra-amygdala kainic acid 
model of status epilepticus in mice with findings in resected brain tissue from patients 
with drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE).
Methods: Status epilepticus was induced via intra-amygdala microinjection of kainic 
acid in C57BL/6 mice, and gene expression was analyzed via microarrays in hip-
pocampal tissue at acute and chronic time-points. Results were compared to reference 
datasets in the intraperitoneal pilocarpine and intrahippocampal kainic acid model 
and to human resected brain tissue (hippocampus and cortex) from patients with 
drug-resistant TLE.
Results: Intra-amygdala kainic acid injection in mice triggered extensive dysregula-
tion of gene expression that was ~3-fold greater shortly after status epilepticus (2729 
genes) when compared to epilepsy (412). Comparison to samples from patients with 
TLE revealed a particularly high correlation of gene dysregulation during established 
epilepsy. Pathway analysis found suppression of calcium signaling to be highly con-
served across different models of epilepsy and patients. cAMP response element-
binding protein (CREB) was predicted as one of the main upstream transcription 
factors regulating gene expression during acute and chronic phases, and inhibition of 
CREB reduced seizure severity in the intra-amygdala kainic acid model.
Significance: Our findings suggest the intra-amygdala kainic acid model faithfully 
replicates key molecular features of human drug-resistant TLE and provides potential 
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

A major challenge in epilepsy is the lack of adequate treat-
ment, with >30% of patients remaining resistant to currently 
available antiseizure drugs (ASDs).1,2 Moreover, ASDs may 
cause severe adverse effects, and critically, current pharma-
cological treatment remains symptomatic without signifi-
cantly altering the course of the disease.3 The most common 
drug-refractory form of epilepsy in adults is temporal lobe 
epilepsy (TLE) involving different structures within the 
limbic system, including the amygdala and hippocampus.4 
Pathological processes occurring during epileptogenesis 
include structural and functional changes such as ongoing 
neurodegeneration and reorganization of neural networks.5 
Mounting data obtained via gene expression profiling sug-
gest these processes are driven in part by large-scale changes 
in the gene expression landscape within the brain.6–14

Whereas animal models of acute seizures (eg, penty-
lenetetrazol, maximal electroshock) have been successful in 
the identification of ASDs, the identification of antiepilepto-
genic drugs and drugs to treat refractory epilepsy most likely 
requires different models that phenocopy the chronic stage 
of the disease.15 The translational value of a model depends, 
however, on there being extensive homology with the human 
pathophysiology, or we risk developing ineffective treatments. 
Currently, rodent models of status epilepticus (SE) remain the 
preferred method for generating drug-resistant epilepsy. The 
extent to which these match the molecular landscape of human 
refractory TLE remains uncertain. The intra-amygdala kainic 
acid (IAKA) model of focal onset SE in mice produces uni-
lateral pathology and drug-resistant epilepsy after a short la-
tent period.16,17 The model is increasingly used for studying 
mechanisms of epileptogenesis and the testing of novel antie-
pileptogenic drugs.17–23 Whereas changes in the transcriptome 
have been analyzed shortly following SE in the model,24,25 
global changes in gene expression during chronic epilepsy and 
whether alterations in gene expression reflect changes occur-
ring in patients remain to be established.

Here, we compared the gene expression profile in the 
IAKA mouse model with reference data from patients with 
drug-resistant TLE and two other models of SE as compar-
ators. Our results reveal excellent molecular concordance 
between the IAKA model and human TLE and identify po-
tential targets for disease-modifying treatments.

2 |  MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich if not stated 
otherwise.

2.1 | Animal model of SE

Animal experiments were performed in accordance with the 
principles of the European Communities Council Directive 
(2010/63/EU) and approved by the Research Ethics 
Committee of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland 
(RCSI; REC1322, 842) and the Irish Health Products 
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Key Points
• More genes show expression changes shortly fol-

lowing intra-amygdala kainic acid–induced status 
epilepticus when compared to established epilepsy

• The intra-amygdala kainic acid mouse model 
closely mimics the gene expression landscape in 
the brain of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy

• Suppressed calcium signaling in the brain is a 
common feature across experimental models of 
epilepsy and patients with temporal lobe epilepsy

• CREB is a major upstream transcription factor 
during early changes following status epilepticus 
and once epilepsy is established
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Regulatory Authority (AE19127/P038). Experiments were 
carried out in 8- to 12-week-old C57Bl/6 male mice bred at 
RCSI. SE was induced in fully awake mice via a microinjec-
tion of kainic acid (KA; 0.3 µg in 0.2 µL phosphate-buffered 
saline [PBS]) into the basolateral amygdala. Vehicle-injected 
control animals received 0.2 µL PBS. The anticonvulsant lo-
razepam (6 mg/kg; Wyetch) was delivered intraperitoneally 
(i.p.) 40 minutes after IAKA or vehicle to curtail seizures 
and reduce morbidity and mortality. Electroencephalogram 
(EEG) was recorded from cortical implanted electrodes 
(Xltek recording system; Optima Medical) starting 10 min-
utes prior to IAKA administration.26

2.2 | EEG quantification and behavioral 
assessment of seizure severity during SE

The duration of high-frequency (>5 Hz) and high-amplitude 
(>2 × baseline; HFHA) polyspike discharges of ≥5-second 
duration27 was counted manually, and EEG total power (μV2) 
was analyzed via Labchart7 (ADInstruments) by integrating 
frequency bands from 0 to 100 Hz. Power spectral density heat 
maps were generated using Labchart7 (frequency = 0-40 Hz, 
amplitude = 0-50 mV). EEG was recorded from a total of 20 
mice during three individual experiments (four mice were 
excluded from the EEG analysis due to mortality during SE 
[three vehicle-injected mice and one cAMP response element-
binding protein (CREB) inhibitor 666-15–treated mouse]). 
Clinical behavior was scored in a subset of 12 mice every 
5 minutes for 40 minutes after IAKA according to a modified 
Racine scale by an observer blinded to treatment.28

2.3 | Drug treatment

Mice received an intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) infusion of 
2  nmol of the CREB inhibitor 666-1529,30 in 2  μL volume 
(PBS in 0.2% dimethyl sulfoxide) to reach a final concentra-
tion of 1 mmol·L–1 in the ventricle (ventricle volume ~35 µL). 
Mice were treated once 10 minutes before IAKA injection or 
60 minutes after lorazepam administration.

2.4 | RNA isolation and microarray analysis

Mice were euthanized 8 hours or 14 days post-SE. Ipsilateral 
hippocampi were quickly dissected and pooled (n = 3/pooled 
sample). RNA was extracted using the Maxwell 16 LEV sim-
plyRNA Tissue Kit (Promega, AS1280). RNA quantifica-
tion was performed with Qubit RNA Hs Assay kit (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Q32852) and RNA integrity quality control 
with Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100, using RNA Nano/Pico Assay 
(Agilent Technologies 5067-1511, 5067-1513). cDNA library 

preparation and amplification were performed with WTA2 kit 
using 2-5 ng of total RNA as template. cDNA was amplified for 
22 cycles and purified using PureLink Quick PCR Purification 
Kit (Invitrogen, K310001), thereby increasing the detection 
sensitivity. This, however, may also lead to the overrepresenta-
tion of enriched genes. Eight micrograms of cDNA from each 
sample was fragmented and labeled with GeneChip Mapping 
250K Nsp assay kit (Affymetrix, 900753). Hybridization was 
performed for 16 hours at 45°C.31,32 Washing and staining steps 
were performed in the GeneAtlas Fluidics Station (Affymetrix, 
00-0079), following the specific script for Mouse MG-430 PM 
Arrays. Arrays were scanned with GeneAtlas Scanner, and 
CEL files were done using GeneAtlas software (Affymetrix). 
Processing of microarray samples was performed using R and 
Bioconductor.33 Raw CEL files were normalized using RMA 
background correction and summarization. Probeset annotation 
was performed using Affymetrix version na35. For each gene, 
a linear model was used to find significant differences between 
IAKA- or vehicle (PBS)-treated mice. Analysis of differential 
expression was performed using a linear model implemented 
in the R package "limma.”34 P values were adjusted with the 
Benjamini and Hochberg correction. We considered one gene 
to be downregulated with an adjusted P value ≤ .01 and fold 
change (FC) < −1.2 and upregulated with adjusted P value ≤ 
.01 and FC > 1.2 in at least one probe. If the same transcript 
showed opposite results for different probes, the transcript was 
considered to be not changed.

2.5 | RNA extraction and quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction

RNA was extracted from ipsilateral hippocampi.26 RNA con-
centration was measured via a nanodrop Spectrophotometer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples with an absorbance 
(260/180) ratio between 1.8 and 2.2 were considered accepta-
ble. Five hundred micrograms of mRNA was used to produce 
cDNA by reverse transcription using SuperScript III reverse 
transcriptase enzyme (Invitrogen). Quantitative polymer-
ase chain reaction (PCR) was performed using LightCycler 
1.5 (Roche Diagnostics). Each reaction tube contained 2 μL 
cDNA, 10  μL SYBR Green Quantitect Reagent (Qiagen), 
1.25 μmol·L–1 primer pair and RNAse-free water (Invitrogen) 
to a final volume of 20 μL. Data were analyzed and normalized 
to the expression of β-actin. Primers are listed in Table S1.

2.6 | Comparison of gene expression 
changes between models

The degree of differential expression observed between pro-
filing studies was analyzed via the hypergeometric distribu-
tion test. This approach is particularly sensitive and robust to 
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detect possible overlaps between different gene expression 
profiles despite experimental and biological confounding 
factors.35 Gene sets were compared using the representation 
factor (RF). RF is the number of overlapping genes (genes 
in common) divided by the expected number of overlapping 
genes drawn from two independent groups. Two gene sets 
were considered overlapping only when RF > 2 and P < .05. 
Gene profiling data for the pilocarpine mouse model (12 hours 
and 6 weeks post-SE) were obtained from Hansen et al10 and 
for the intrahippocampal KA (IHKA) model (6  hours and 
2 weeks post-SE) from Motti et al.36 Transcriptome changes 
in TLE patients were previously reported in Guelfi et al14 for 
cortical tissue samples from 86 mesial TLE (mTLE) patients 
versus 75 neurologically healthy controls, and in Salman 
et al12 for sclerotic hippocampus versus nonspiking neocor-
tex from 10 TLE patients. See Table S2 for the complete set 
of genes used.

2.7 | Gene ontology analysis

Pathway analysis of up- and downregulated genes (adjusted 
P value ≤ .01 and FC > ± 1.2) in the IAKA model (8 hours 
and 14  days post-SE) and of overlapping genes between 
the IAKA model and TLE patients12 was carried out using 
DAVID Bioinformatics Resources 6.7, KEGG pathway 
annotation.37

2.8 | Ingenuity Pathway Analysis

Analysis of upstream regulators was performed applying 
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA; QIAGEN)38 on genes 
found differentially expressed (adjusted P value < .01  
and FC > ±1.2) in the IAKA mouse model and TLE 
patients.12,14

2.9 | Data analysis

We used 36 mice for microarray analysis, 29 mice to analyze 
the role of CREB during SE, and 18 mice for gene expression 
validation via single quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR), 
totaling 83 mice. Statistical analysis was performed using 
SPSS 25.0 (IBM). Data are represented as mean  ±  stand-
ard error of the mean with 95% confidence interval. Higher 
or lower points (outliers) are plotted individually or are not 
plotted. The normality of the data was analyzed by Shapiro-
Wilk test and homogeneity of variance by Levente test. For 
comparison of two independent groups, unpaired two-tailed 
Student t test (data with normal distribution), or Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon or Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (nonnormal 
distribution) was performed. Enrichment tests were carried 

out by using one-sided Fisher exact test. Significance was 
accepted at P < .05.

2.10 | Data availability

Data supporting our findings are available from the cor-
responding authors upon reasonable request (GEO acces-
sion number GSE122228: Identification of Differentially 
Expressed Genes in the Hippocampus in the Intra-Amygdala 
KA Mouse Model of SE).

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Larger transcriptome changes 
following SE compared to established epilepsy 
in IAKA-treated mice

mRNA was extracted from ipsilateral hippocampi of ve-
hicle-injected control mice and mice subjected to IAKA-
induced SE16 and analyzed via microarrays (total of 21 549 
genes). For the acute time-point, we chose 8 hours post-SE. 
At this time, seizure activity has ceased, EEG usually has 
returned to baseline levels, and the first signs of seizure-
induced neurodegeneration have appeared, but without the 
widespread cell death observed at 24 hours post-SE.39 As 
a second time-point, we chose 14  days post-SE, a time-
point when all mice subjected to IAKA are normally ex-
periencing regular spontaneous seizures.16,20,25 To reduce 
intersample variability, each sample analyzed was a pool 
of three ipsilateral hippocampi (Figure  1A). Genes were 
considered to be differentially expressed when adjusted 
P value ≤ .01 and FC < −1.2 for downregulated and FC 
> 1.2 for upregulated transcripts (Figure  1B, Table  S3). 
Validation of a set of transcripts via qRT-PCR confirmed 
the microarray findings for Hspa1b, Atf4, Ctsz, and Laptm5 
(Figure S1A,B).

The greatest FC in gene expression post-SE was found 
for known activity-regulated transcripts, including c-Fos 
(FC = 58.1) and Inhb (FC = 33.2). The most downregulated 
transcripts were Hes5 (FC = −6.8) and Gpr12 (FC = −4.0; 
Figure  1C). A similar number of genes were up- (1366) 
and downregulated (1363) post-SE. In contrast, during 
epilepsy, genes were mainly upregulated (331), with only 
81 genes downregulated (Figure  1D). Furthermore, more 
genes showed alterations of their mRNA levels following 
SE (2729 genes, 12.6%) when compared to established ep-
ilepsy (412 genes, 1.9%; Figure  1D,E). Finally, we found 
a very significant enrichment of up- and downregulated 
genes between both time-points, indicating that gene ex-
pression changes observed post-SE are preserved during 
epilepsy (Figure 1F).
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Together, our results show that IAKA-induced SE leads 
to a unique expression profile during SE and epilepsy, with 
changes in mRNA levels being more prominent post-SE 
when compared to established epilepsy.

3.2 | IAKA mouse model mimics the 
hippocampal gene expression profile of TLE 
in humans

Chemoconvulsant-induced SE is one of the most common 
strategies to identify novel antiepileptic drugs, with KA and 
pilocarpine being the most frequently used.15 To establish 
whether gene expression changes are similar between models, 
we compared transcriptome profiles of the IAKA mouse model 
with transcriptome changes reported for other models where 
epilepsy is induced via SE, including the IHKA mouse model36 
and the i.p. pilocarpine mouse model10 (Table S2). Of note, 
whereas the cholinergic agonist pilocarpine acts on muscarinic 
receptors including both M1 and M2 receptors, KA activates 
ionotropic glutamatergic KA receptors. This comparison re-
vealed a similar expression pattern between the IAKA and i.p. 
pilocarpine mouse model at both time-points, post-SE and epi-
lepsy, with expression changes being more similar during es-
tablished epilepsy (Figure 2A). Notably, the IAKA and IHKA 
mouse model showed an almost complete overlap in gene ex-
pression post-SE and during epilepsy (Figure 2B).

Next, to determine the extent to which mRNA changes 
occurring in mouse models are translatable to TLE in hu-
mans, we compared transcriptome changes with recently 
published transcriptome changes in TLE patients. This in-
cluded a study analyzing changes in sclerotic hippocampi 
versus neocortex of TLE patients12 and a study analyzing 
gene expression changes in cortical tissue from patients 
with mTLE14 (Table S2). Here, we found a very strong cor-
relation between transcriptome changes identified in the 
IAKA mouse model during epilepsy and changes observed 
in TLE patients (hippocampus and cortex; Figure  2C). 
Similar to the IAKA model, there was also a strong correla-
tion of dysregulated genes between the IHKA model and 
TLE patients (Figure S2A). In contrast, the transcriptional 
profile differed greatly when comparing between human 
TLE and expression changes 8  hours following IAKA-
induced SE (Figure  S2B). Finally, although there was a 
good overlap among downregulated genes between pilo-
carpine-injected mice and TLE patients, this correlation 
was lost among upregulated genes. Moreover, the magni-
tude of enrichments was minor when compared to both KA 
mouse models (Figure S2C), suggesting KA mouse models 
reflect closer molecular changes that occur in the brain of 
TLE patients than the pilocarpine model. The overlap of 
differentially regulated genes between datasets is shown in 
Figure S3A,B.

3.3 | Suppressed calcium signaling as a 
common feature across experimental models of 
epilepsy and TLE patients

To identify pathways and functional groups of genes affected 
by expression changes in the IAKA mouse model, differen-
tially expressed transcripts were analyzed by Gene Ontology 
(GO) terms using the bioinformatic tool DAVID.40 This re-
vealed that post-SE upregulated genes are mainly associated 
with signaling pathways (eg, MAPK, PI3K-Akt) and down-
regulated genes with metabolism and synaptic transmission 
(Figure 3A, Table S4). At 14 days post-SE, when epilepsy is 
established, upregulated genes are highly enriched in path-
ways linked to waste removal (eg, phagosomes, lysosomes) 
and downregulated genes are mainly linked to pathways con-
trolling synaptic transmission (Figure 3A), similar to down-
regulated genes post-SE (Figure 3A, Table S4).

GO term analysis of dysregulated genes shared between 
the IAKA mouse model (epilepsy) and TLE patients revealed 
a significant enrichment of genes linked to intracellular sig-
naling (eg, PI3K-Akt, MAPK, TGF-β) and lysosome activity 
among upregulated genes, and genes associated with synap-
tic transmission (eg, calcium signaling, long-term potentia-
tion) among downregulated genes (Figure 3B). Most notably, 
genes enriched in calcium signaling were significantly af-
fected in all three conditions (Figure 3A,B, Table S4).

To further assess whether the enrichment of downreg-
ulated genes involved in calcium signaling is a common 
response across different models, GO terms of altered tran-
scripts were analyzed in all three animal models (IAKA, 
IHKA, pilocarpine) and TLE patients.12,14 This confirmed 
calcium signaling as a common pathway suppressed in 
mouse models of epilepsy and TLE patients (Figure  3C, 
Table  S4). Downregulated genes involved in calcium sig-
naling and altered post-SE and in human TLE are shown in 
Table 1. Microarray results (Figure S4A,B) were confirmed 
via single qRT-PCR analysis of selected downregulated tran-
scripts involved in calcium signaling either unique to IAKA-
induced SE (Figure 3D) or common between SE and epilepsy 
(Figure 3E).

In summary, our results reveal overlap of several altered 
pathways between the IAKA mouse model and human TLE, 
particularly genes linked to calcium signaling, thereby identi-
fying possible novel treatment targets for epilepsy.

3.4 | CREB is a major transcription factor 
controlling gene transcription following IAKA-
induced SE and during epilepsy

Analysis via IPA38 predicted several transcription factors to 
regulate gene expression changes post-SE and during epi-
lepsy. Most notably, the majority of identified transcription 
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factors are unique to SE or epilepsy (eg, TRP53 and FOS 
post-SE), confirming the limited overlap of differently ex-
pressed genes between conditions. Some transcription fac-
tors were, however, predicted to control gene expression in 
both conditions, including MYC (upregulated genes post-
SE and during epilepsy) and CREB1, linked to both up- and 
downregulated genes under both conditions (Figure  4A, 
Table  S5). Importantly, CREB1 was also determined to 

regulate expression of upregulated genes in both cortex 
(P = 2.1 × 10−2) and hippocampus (P = 2.5 × 10−4) from 
patients with TLE.

To test whether CREB has a role during seizure-in-
duced pathology in the IAKA mouse model, mice were 
treated i.c.v. with the CREB-specific inhibitor 666-1530 
(Figure 4B). Demonstrating CREB regulating the expres-
sion of genes linked to calcium signaling, both CamK4 and 
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Grm5 transcripts, downregulated post-SE, were increased 
in mice treated with the CREB inhibitor 666-15 60 minutes 
after lorazepam administration when compared to vehi-
cle-injected mice 8 hours post-SE (Figure 4C). Suggesting 
a functional role for CREB during IAKA-induced SE, mice 
treated with the CREB inhibitor 666-15 10 minutes prior 
to IAKA experienced less severe seizures during SE as ev-
idenced by a reduction in behavioral seizures (Figure 4D), 
lower seizure total power (Figure 4E,F), and lower transcript 
level of the neuronal activity–regulated gene c-Fos post-SE 
(Figure 4G). In line with CREB inhibition reducing seizure 
severity during SE, HFHA spiking was slightly decreased 
in CREB inhibitor–treated mice (1032  ±  251.5  seconds, 
vehicle, n = 7 vs 563.9 ± 206.9 seconds, CREB inhibitor, 
n = 9; P = .16).

Thus, our results demonstrate that the IAKA model is a 
valid model to screen for and test novel anticonvulsive and 
antiepileptic drugs.

4 |  DISCUSSION

Here, we demonstrate that the IAKA mouse model closely 
mimics molecular changes in the brain of patients with TLE 
once epilepsy is established, and therefore represents a valid 
model for the testing of novel antiepileptogenic drug targets.

A first result of our microarray analysis is that gene ex-
pression changes are much more prominent post-SE when 
compared to epilepsy, with functional profiles being broadly 
unique to each condition, in line with previous studies using 
models of SE induced via other chemoconvulsants.8,10 Thus, 
these findings confirm the importance of transcriptional 
changes during the initial insult, which may initiate a cas-
cade of pathological changes leading eventually to the de-
velopment of epilepsy. The cause of this initial surge in gene 
expression changes is most likely the increased neuronal ex-
citability experienced during SE leading to the initiation of 
extensive neuronal death and gliosis. Why SE and epilepsy 
lead to the dysregulation of a different gene pool remains elu-
sive. The most obvious explanations include differences in 

seizure severities, time-point of tissue analysis relative to sei-
zures, and underlying pathology (ie, acute neurodegeneration 
vs chronically diseased brain). Interestingly, genes dysregu-
lated during both conditions are either up- or downregulated, 
suggesting some common regulatory mechanisms during SE 
and epilepsy.

Our pathway analysis of genes dysregulated in the IAKA 
model post-SE showed in particular genes linked to sig-
naling pathways enriched among upregulated genes and 
genes associated with metabolism and synaptic transmis-
sion among downregulated genes. This is in line with other 
models (eg, MAPK family)6,10 and suggests different stim-
uli activating similar pathways. During epilepsy, pathways 
most affected in the IAKA model included waste removal 
(upregulated) and synaptic transmission (downregulated). 
In particular, genes associated with lysosome activity were 
among the most affected genes, in line with genes linked to 
the mTOR pathway being commonly dysregulated during 
epilepsy.8,10 Of note, autophagic/lysosomal-related proteins 
are increasingly recognized to play an important role during 
epilepsy, with drugs targeting autophagy reported to modu-
late seizures.41

Although we have amassed many data on gene expression in 
different models, there has been a paucity of cross-model com-
parisons. Here, we compared our findings in the IAKA mouse 
model with two commonly used mouse models to induce SE 
and epilepsy (ie, IHKA and i.p. pilocarpine). The main finding 
here was that gene expression changes are much more similar 
between both KA mouse models when compared to the pilo-
carpine model. An unexpected result was the almost complete 
overlap between both KA models, post-SE and during epilepsy. 
This is even more remarkable, as both models display different 
pathologies during and post-SE. This includes severe seizures 
during IAKA-induced SE with cell death mainly restricted to 
the ipsilateral CA3 subfield versus mostly nonconvulsive SE 
and widespread hippocampal neurodegeneration in the IHKA 
mouse model.17 In contrast, when we compared the IAKA 
model with the i.p. pilocarpine mouse model, similarities were 
less obvious, in particular post-SE. Thus, gene expression 
changes seem to be more dependent on the chemoconvulsant 

F I G U R E  1  Gene expression analysis after intra-amygdala kainic acid (KA)-induced status epilepticus (SE) and during epilepsy. A, Schematic 
showing experimental design using the intra-amygdala KA (IAKA)-induced SE mouse model. Vehicle (Veh)-injected control mice and mice 
subjected to IAKA were euthanized at two time-points: 8 hours post-SE (acute) and 14 days (chronic epilepsy). Each sample analyzed via 
microarray was a pool of three ipsilateral hippocampi (Hipp; n = 9 per group [vehicle-control and IAKA], totaling 36 mice including both post-SE 
and epilepsy). B, Volcano plot representing genes analyzed via microarray post-SE (left panel) and during chronic epilepsy (middle panel), and 
overlap of both time-points (post-SE and epilepsy, right panel). The x-axis represents the log2 ratio of gene expression levels and the y-axis the 
adjusted P value based on –log10. The red dashed lines denote the significant level (P ≤ .01). Purple dots represent genes with the most dramatic 
expression changes. C, Heatmap of genes showing the most dramatic expression changes (blue indicates downregulated fold change [FC] < −1.75; 
yellow indicates upregulated FC > 4), post-SE (acute; top part) and during chronic epilepsy (bottom part). D, Bar chart representing the number 
of dysregulated genes post-SE and in chronic epilepsy. E, Venn diagram showing overlap of differentially expressed genes at the two time-points 
analyzed (post-SE and epilepsy). F, Comparison of differentially expressed genes post-SE and during epilepsy. The y-axis represents the FC 
enrichment and the x-axis shows differently regulated genes post-SE (8 hours). Colors show the fold enrichment of differently regulated genes 
during epilepsy (14 days post-IAKA). One-sided Fisher exact test (***P < .001)
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used than pathology. It is, however, important to keep in mind 
that pilocarpine was delivered i.p., in contrast to the intracere-
bral delivery of KA.

One of the main results of our study is the close correla-
tion of gene expression in the KA models when compared to 
human TLE, which reinforces the rationale for using these 

F I G U R E  2  Comparison of genes undergoing expression changes in experimental models of epilepsy and temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) 
patients. A, B, Graphs showing comparison of dysregulated genes in the hippocampus of (A) mice subjected to intra-amygdala kainic acid (IAKA) 
and intraperitoneal (i.p.) pilocarpine and (B) mice subjected to IAKA and intrahippocampal kainic acid (IHKA) after status epilepticus and 
during chronic epilepsy. C, Comparison of dysregulated genes in the hippocampus of IAKA-treated mice (14 days) and hippocampi (Hipp) from 
patients with TLE (left panel) and cortex (Cx) from patients with mesial TLE (mTLE; right panel). Upregulated genes are presented in orange in 
both conditions and downregulated genes are presented in blue. Overlap: representation factor (RF) > 2 and P < .05, and dissimilar RF < 0.5 and 
P < .05 by hypergeometric test. FC, fold change. ***P < .001
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models to identify and test novel antiepileptogenic drugs. 
These similarities are restricted to established epilepsy and 
partly lost when we compared human tissue with mouse tis-
sue collected shortly following SE, suggesting established 
epilepsy in mice is a better model for TLE. Why the pilo-
carpine model shows fewer similarities with human TLE 

remains unknown. The pilocarpine model is, however, asso-
ciated with peripheral immune responses prior to the induc-
tion of SE and most likely reflects a mixture of an ischemic 
and excitotoxic insult.42 In line with a strong overlap in gene 
expression between the IAKA model and TLE patients, GO 
term analysis of common dysregulated genes revealed similar 

F I G U R E  3  Gene Ontology (GO) analysis and validation of microarray results. A, B, GO terms of (A) differently regulated genes after status 
epilepticus (SE) and during chronic epilepsy in the intra-amygdala kainic acid (IAKA) mouse model and (B) common dysregulated genes between 
temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients and IAKA-treated epileptic mice. GO terms of up- and downregulated genes are presented in yellow and 
blue, respectively. C, Number of genes associated with calcium signaling among downregulated genes in the IAKA and intrahippocampal kainic 
acid (IHKA) mouse models of epilepsy, TLE patients (hippocampus [Hippo] and cortex [Cx]) and the intraperitoneal pilocarpine (Piloc.) model of 
epilepsy (one-sided Fisher exact test). D, E, mRNA level analysis by quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) of downregulated 
genes involved in calcium signaling, (D) following SE (control n = 7 [Chrna7 and Camk2a] and 4 [Grm5], post-SE n = 6 [Chrna7 and Camk2a] 
and 4 [Grm5]) and (E) at both time-points (post-SE: control n = 8 [CamK4] and 7 [Itpr1], post-SE n = 9 [CamK4] and 7 [Itpr1]; epilepsy; control 
n = 8, epilepsy n = 10). Data are mean ± standard error of the mean. *P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001 by two-sided unpaired t test. mTLE, mesial 
TLE
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T A B L E  1  Calcium signaling (downregulated genes): mouse models of epilepsy and/or TLE patients

Symbol Gene name IAKA TLE, human i.p. pilocarpine IHKA

ADCY1 Adenylate cyclase 1 (brain) Post-SE Cx & Hipp — —

ADCY2 Adenylate cyclase 2 (brain) — Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

Epilepsy

ADCY3 Adenylate cyclase 3 — Cx — —

ADCY9 Adenylate cyclase 9 Post-SE Cx — —

ADRA1B Adrenoceptor α 1B — Hipp — —

ADRA1D Adrenoceptor α 1D — Cx — —

ADRB1 Adrenoceptor β 1 — Cx & Hipp — —

ATP2A2 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, cardiac muscle,  
slow twitch 2

— — Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

ATP2B1 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, plasma membrane 1 — Cx & Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

ATP2B2 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, plasma membrane 2 — Cx & Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

ATP2B3 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, plasma membrane 3 Post-SE Cx Epilepsy —

BDKRB2 Bradykinin receptor B2 — Hipp — —

CACNA1B Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, N type, α 1B 
subunit

— Hipp Post-SE —

CACNA1C Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, L type, α 1C 
subunit

— Cx Post-SE —

CACNA1D Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, L type, α 1D 
subunit

Post-SE — Post-SE —

CACNA1E Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, R type, α 1E 
subunit

— — Post-SE —

CACNA1F Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, L type, α 1F 
subunit

— Hipp — —

CACNA1G Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, T type, α 1G 
subunit

— Cx & Hipp — —

CACNA1H Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, T type, α 1H 
subunit

— — Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

CACNA1I Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, T type, α 1I 
subunit

— Cx — —

CAMK2A Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II α Post-SE Cx & Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

CAMK2B Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II β — Cx Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

CAMK2G Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II γ Post-SE Cx Post-SE —

CAMK4 Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IV Post-SE & 
epilepsy

Cx — —

CCKBR Cholecystokinin B receptor — — — Epilepsy

CD38 CD38 molecule — — Post-SE —

CHRM1 Cholinergic receptor, muscarinic 1 — Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

CHRM2 Cholinergic receptor, muscarinic 2 — Hipp — —

CHRM3 Cholinergic receptor, muscarinic 3 Epilepsy Hipp — —

DRD5 Dopamine receptor D5 — Hipp — —

EDNRB Endothelin receptor type B — — Post-SE —

(Continues)
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Symbol Gene name IAKA TLE, human i.p. pilocarpine IHKA

ERBB4 V-erb-b2 avian erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene 
h4

Post-SE — — —

GNA11 Guanine nucleotide binding protein, α 11 (Gq class) — Cx Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

GNA15 Guanine nucleotide binding protein, α 15 — Cx — —

GNAL Guanine nucleotide binding protein, α activating — — Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

GNAQ Guanine nucleotide binding protein, q polypeptide Post-SE — Post-SE —

GNAS GNAS complex locus — — Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

GRIN1 Glutamate receptor, ionotropic, N-methyl D-aspartate 1 — Hipp Epilepsy —

GRIN2A Glutamate receptor, ionotropic, N-methyl D-aspartate 
2A

— Cx & Hipp — —

GRM1 Glutamate receptor, metabotropic 1 — — Post-SE Epilepsy

GRM5 Glutamate receptor, metabotropic 5 Post-SE Hipp — —

HTR2A 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 2A, G protein-coupled — Hipp — —

HTR4 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 4, G protein-coupled — Hipp — —

HTR5A 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 5A, G protein-coupled — Hipp — —

ITPKA Inositol-trisphosphate 3-kinase A Post-SE Cx & Hipp — Epilepsy

ITPKB Inositol-trisphosphate 3-kinase B — — Post-SE —

ITPR1 Inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor, type 1 Post-SE & 
epilepsy

Cx & Hipp Post-SE Epilepsy

ITPR2 Inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor, type 2 — — Post-SE —

NOS1 Nitric oxide synthase 1 (neuronal) Post-SE — — Epilepsy

NOS2 Nitric oxide synthase 2, inducible — Cx & Hipp — —

NTSR1 Neurotensin receptor 1 (high affinity) — Hipp — Epilepsy

ORAI2 ORAI calcium release-activated calcium modulator 2 — — Post-SE —

ORAI3 ORAI calcium release-activated calcium modulator 3 Post-SE — — —

P2RX5 Purinergic receptor P2X, ligand-gated ion channel, 5 — — — Epilepsy

P2RX6 Purinergic receptor P2X, ligand-gated ion channel, 6 — Cx — —

PDE1A Phosphodiesterase 1A, calmodulin-dependent — — Post-SE Epilepsy

PDE1B Phosphodiesterase 1B, calmodulin-dependent Post-SE Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

PHKA2 Phosphorylase kinase, α 2 (liver) Post-SE — — —

PHKB Phosphorylase kinase, beta — — Epilepsy —

PHKG1 Phosphorylase kinase, γ 1 (muscle) Post-SE — — —

PLCB1 Phospholipase C, β 1 (phosphoinositide-specific) Post-SE Cx & Hipp Post-SE —

PLCB3 Phospholipase C, β 3 (phosphatidylinositol-specific) — — Post-SE —

PLCB4 Phospholipase C, β 4 — Cx Post-SE —

PLCD4 Phospholipase C, delta 4 — Hipp — —

PLCG1 Phospholipase C, γ 1 — — Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

PPIF Peptidylprolyl isomerase F — — Epilepsy —

PPP3CA Protein phosphatase 3, catalytic subunit, α isozyme Post-SE Cx & Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

T A B L E  1  (Continued)

(Continues)
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pathways affected. Most notably, calcium signaling is one of 
the most consistently affected pathways across models and 
patients, which is consistent with previous reports.6,43,44 
The effect of suppressed calcium signaling on seizures and 
epilepsy remains to be fully established. Calcium channels 
are implicated in numerous cellular processes, including 

synaptic plasticity, intracellular signal propagation, and the 
release of neurotransmitters.45 Data from knockout models 
of various calcium channels suggest the suppression of cal-
cium signaling to be proepileptic (eg, ITPR1 mutations).45,46 
The suppression of calcium signaling has, however, also 
been suggested as a protective mechanism reducing synaptic 

Symbol Gene name IAKA TLE, human i.p. pilocarpine IHKA

PPP3CB Protein phosphatase 3, catalytic subunit, β isozyme — Hipp — —

PPP3CC Protein phosphatase 3, catalytic subunit, γ isozyme — Cx — —

PPP3R1 Protein phosphatase 3, regulatory subunit B, α — Cx & Hipp Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

PRKACA Protein kinase, camp-dependent, catalytic, α — Cx Epilepsy —

PRKCA Protein kinase C, α — Cx Post-SE & 
epilepsy

—

PRKCB Protein kinase C, β — Cx & Hipp Post-SE —

PTGER1 Prostaglandin E receptor 1 (subtype EP1), 42kda — Cx — —

PTGER3 Prostaglandin E receptor 3 (subtype EP3) — Hipp — —

PTK2B Protein tyrosine kinase 2 β Post-SE & 
epilepsy

Cx Post-SE & 
epilepsy

Epilepsy

RYR1 Ryanodine receptor 1 (skeletal) Post-SE — — —

RYR2 Ryanodine receptor 2 (cardiac) Post-SE Cx & Hipp Post-SE Epilepsy

RYR3 Ryanodine receptor 3 Epilepsy — Post-SE —

SLC25A4 Solute carrier family 25, member 4 — Cx Epilepsy —

SLC8A1 Solute carrier family 8, member 1 — Cx Post-SE & 
epilepsy

Epilepsy

SLC8A2 Solute carrier family 8 (Na/Ca exchanger), member 2 — — Epilepsy —

SPHK2 Sphingosine kinase 2 Post-SE Cx Post-SE —

TACR1 Tachykinin receptor 1 — Cx — —

TACR3 Tachykinin receptor 3 — — — Epilepsy

TRHR Thyrotropin-releasing hormone receptor — — — Epilepsy

Abbreviations: Cx, cortex; Hipp, hippocampus; i.p., intraperitoneal; IAKA, intra-amygdala kainic acid; IHKA, intrahippocampal kainic acid; SE, status epilepticus; 
TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy.

T A B L E  1  (Continued)

F I G U R E  4  CREB1 as upstream transcription factor during status epilepticus and epilepsy. A, Prediction of transcription factors involved 
in gene upregulation (yellow bars) and downregulation (blue bars) after status epilepticus (SE) and during epilepsy by using Ingenuity Pathway 
Analysis (IPA). Of note, the transcription factor CREB1 is one of the transcription factors with the highest number of predicted target genes 
among the up- and downregulated gene pool during both conditions, post-SE and during epilepsy. B, Schematic of experimental design to test 
CREB inhibition on seizure severity during SE and gene expression. To test effects of CREB inhibition on seizure severity during SE, mice were 
treated intracerebroventricularly (i.c.v.) with the CREB inhibitor 666-15 (2 nmol) 10 minutes before intra-amygdala kainic acid (IAKA) injection. 
To test the effects of CREB inhibition on gene expression, mice were treated i.c.v. with the CREB inhibitor 666-15 (2 nmol) 60 minutes after 
lorazepam treatment. C, Graphs showing increased mRNA levels of the two CREB target genes, CamK4 and Grm5, in mice treated with the CREB 
inhibitor 666-15 60 minutes after lorazepam injection (vehicle, n = 4; CREB inhibitor [Inhib.], n = 5). D, Behavioral severity of seizures (mean 
Racine score) scored every 5 minutes and total score, in mice subjected to IAKA treated with vehicle (n = 6) and treated with the CREB inhibitor 
666-15 10 minutes before IAKA (n = 6). E, Representative electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings presented as heat maps of frequency and 
amplitude data showing reduced seizure severity in mice treated with the CREB inhibitor (Creb Inh) 666-15 10 minutes prior to IAKA during 
a 40-minute recording period starting at the time of IAKA injection. KA, kainic acid; Veh, vehicle. F, Bar chart showing decreased EEG total 
power during SE in mice treated with the CREB inhibitor 666-15 10 minutes before IAKA (n = 9) when compared to vehicle-treated mice (n = 7). 
G, Reduced transcript levels of the neuronal activity–regulated gene c-Fos in mice treated with the CREB inhibitor 666-15 10 minutes before 
IAKA when compared to vehicle-treated mice 8 hours after lorazepam injection (n = 5 per group). C, D, F, G, Two-sided unpaired t test. Data are 
mean ± standard error of the mean. *P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001.
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transmission and thereby hyperexcitability in brain tissue. 
Calcium signaling was suppressed in mice undergoing epi-
leptic preconditioning,24 and several ASDs are suggested to 
act, at least partly, via the suppression of calcium channels 
(eg, levetiracetam, valproate, phenytoin).45

Finally, our IPA analysis predicted the protein CREB1 as 
one of the main upstream transcription factors regulating gene 
transcription during SE and epilepsy. This is in line with pre-
vious findings identifying CREB as one of the main transcrip-
tion factors in the pilocarpine mouse model.10 A role for CREB 
during seizures has been previously demonstrated, with de-
creased levels of CREB leading to seizure reduction following 
pilocarpine in mice.47 However, whether CREB contributes to 
seizures via the regulation of calcium signaling warrants fur-
ther investigation. Interestingly, p53 was predicted as one of the 
main transcription factors driving gene transcription post-SE. 
p53 has previously been linked to seizure generation and cell 
death in the IAKA model.48 Although our IPA analysis has fo-
cused primarily on transcription factors, other mechanisms may 
also impact on mRNA levels, such as microRNAs or mRNA 
polyadenylation among many others.31,32,49

Possible limitations of our study include that gene expres-
sion has only been analyzed shortly post-SE and once epilepsy 
was already established, omitting the seizure-free latent period. 
The latent period in the IAKA mouse model is, however, al-
most absent,17 and the process of epileptogenesis is ongoing 
beyond the occurrence of the first epileptic seizure.5 A possible 
confounding factor between models is treatment with anticon-
vulsants post-SE. Whereas IAKA-treated mice received the 
anticonvulsant lorazepam to stop/ameliorate SE, no anticonvul-
sant was used in the IHKA or the i.p. pilocarpine model.10,16,36 
The closer correlation between both KA models when com-
pared to the pilocarpine model suggests, however, the trigger 
of SE being more important than anticonvulsant treatment. 
Moreover, expression profiles have been analyzed using dif-
ferent analysis platforms (eg, microarray vs sequencing), and 
cutoffs for analysis might be different. In addition, time-points 
analyzed relative to initial insult differ between animal models. 
We have, however, taken into account the different timelines of 
each model (eg, longer latent period in the pilocarpine model 
compared to the IAKA model).16,42 Finally, some changes may 
have been masked by analyzing the whole hippocampus rather 
than subfields. Previous studies analyzing gene expression in 
TLE patients have, however, used resected hippocampal tissue 
regardless of subfields.

In summary, our results demonstrate the IAKA mouse 
model closely mimicking human TLE, thus providing strong 
rationale for using the IAKA model to identify potential tar-
gets for disease-modifying treatments.
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